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Introduction
Conversational interfaces have woven themselves into the
fabric of our lives. Consumers are using them to turn on the
lights, to cook an egg to perfection, and to research and buy
goods. With consumers building a strong relationship with
these interfaces, they also represent a fantastic opportunity
for brands to humanize – at scale – the relationships they
have with their consumers. This involves using the learnings
from this new type of interaction to offer experiences that
are contextually relevant, helpful, and personal. With this
report showing how consumers are looking for humanized
interactions with bots, conversational interfaces offer an
exciting opportunity for brands to build a more authentic and
emotional connection with their consumers, shifting from
transactional interactions to deeper relationships.
In this study, we examine two types of conversational
interfaces: voice assistants (where the input is spoken)
and chat assistants (where the input is via a keyboard). The
increasing capabilities and ubiquity of voice assistants, in
particular, are important drivers behind the popularity of
these interfaces:
• Alexa is reported to have 50,000 skills (functionalities), be
compatible with 20,000 connected devices, and is used by
more than 3,500 brands.1
• Google’s voice interfaces support more than 30 languages
and the company plans to roll out voice capability to 80
different countries.2
• Microsoft and Amazon have announced a partnership
between their voice assistants – Alexa and Cortana – to
enable additional functionalities and greater reach for
their customers.3
At the same time, organizations are also adopting and rolling
out chat assistants. They use them to streamline customer
service operations or to get a consumer to the purchase point
by providing store, pricing, and product details along the
purchase journey.

While consumers have embraced these tools, many
organizations have not yet caught up with expectations. We
will see in this report that leaders in this domain, with a mature
approach to these tools, are in the minority. In addition, most
of the use cases that are being used are anchored in delivering
convenience. However, consumers (once trust is established)
are ready to go to the next level of engagement – they want
to see higher levels of personalization, emotional connection,
and value.
To understand consumers’ views on conversational interfaces
and how their expectations have evolved since our research
on voice assistants released last year,4 we launched this latest
comprehensive research project. In addition to conducting
one-on-one interviews with executives, we surveyed
consumers and executives from three different industries
– consumer products and retail, financial services, and
automotive. We talked to:
• More than 12,000 consumers who have used and continue
to use either voice assistant or chat assistant or both.
• 1,000 executives from these three industries, including
pure-play digital players.
As well as providing insight into consumers’ needs, we also
looked at deployment levels across the different sectors,
the benefits realized, and what differentiates successful
companies from the rest. In this report, we look at:
1.

How consumer appetite for conversational interfaces is
growing and how organizations are reacting to this
2. How voice is emerging as the preferred medium of
interaction in many parts of the consumer journey
3. The myriad benefits that companies are reaping from
voice and chat assistants
4. How organizations should think about implementing
conversational interfaces to give themselves the best
chance of driving growth and return.
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What are Voice Assistants and Chat Assistants?

Voice Assistants
For the purpose of this survey, Voice Assistants refer
to mediums(with or without screens) that can be
accessed through voice commands and inputs. They
help users perform a variety of tasks not limited to
researching products and services, purchases, providing information, query handling or integrating with
other connected objects to perform tasks. These
computer-generated applications also learn user
preferences over time and gradually personalize
interactions suited to the user.
Examples include Siri, Google Home, Alexa either on
smart speakers or embedded in an organization’s app,
website, or contact center
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Chat Assistants
For the purpose of this survey, Chat Assistants refer
to mediums that can be accessed through
written commands and inputs. They help users
perform a variety of tasks, not limited to researching
products and services, purchases, providing information, or query handling. These computer-generated
applications also learn user preferences over time and
gradually personalize interactions suited to
the user.
Examples include chat interfaces embedded in an
organization’s app/website or in social media
platforms like Faccebook
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Key findings
Conversational assistants are going mainstream
• Most organizations consider
conversational assistants to be crucial for
customer engagement, and indeed the
overall customer experience.

• Many consumers are
highly satisfied with their
conversational
assistant experience.

• Consumers like voice assistants as they
allow for multitasking; and they like
chat assistants because their level of
personalization evolves over time.

Voice is fast becoming consumers’ preferred way to interact
• Compared to last year, the
number of consumers using
voice has shown a
meaningful increase.

• Consumers in key geographic markets
– from the UK to Germany – have
increased their use of voice.

• Our research points to customers
increasingly preferring to use voice
assistants across the consumer journey
by 2022.

Many organizations are already driving significant benefits from conversational assistants
• 76% have realized quantifiable
benefits from their voice and
chat initiatives.

• 58% say that these benefits
met or exceeded
their expectations.

• Benefits come from a variety of areas, from
reducing customer service costs to
increased NPS.

Less than 30% of companies show conversational interface maturity
• We found a small group of high-performing companies – the “Leaders” – who outperform the rest of the sample on two
critical dimensions:
–– Customer centricity, including areas such as developing these tools’ capabilities, transparency, and personalization
–– Organizational capability, including areas such as a defined strategy, employee knowledge and training, and
effective processes.
We found that the Leaders, who realize greater benefits than others, focus their efforts on consumer-related factors. These
include, for example, gaining trust, understanding preferences, and better meeting needs. These success factors were
highlighted in our previous research on AI in CX as well.5

Four factors are critical if organizations want to leverage this growing consumer appetite
for conversational interfaces
• Find the right balance between
human and robotic interactions to
drive greater engagement

• Equip the conversational
assistants with additional
features, such as
images/videos

• Develop talent along three key areas:
experience design, architecture/technology
and legal/compliance.

• Focus on gaining consumer trust by solving consumer pain points and being contextually relevant when selecting use cases
for conversational assistants.
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Conversational assistants are
going mainstream
Conversational assistants
are the busy consumer’s
trusted companion

• With voice, 68% of consumers say that it allows for multitasking and accomplishing tasks hands-free
• With chat, 59% say that it keeps improving its
personalization over time
Satisfaction levels are also healthy:

Across sectors, more and more consumers are using
conversational interfaces. For example, close to threequarters of consumers (74%) say they use conversational
assistants for researching or buying products and services, and
other functions (see Figure 1). The reasons for this popularity
are not difficult to see:

• For voice, 71% said they were satisfied with their
smartphone voice assistants, such as Siri
• For chat, 62% said they were satisfied with the chat
assistants they find on a company’s website.

Figure 1. Consumer use of conversational interfaces, by different functions, global data

Have you ever used a voice/chat assistant for the following activities?

74%

58%

53%

Researching and buying
products and services,
creating shopping list,
checking order status

Play music, check
directions, booking an
appointment for a car
service, booking a
cab (e.g., Uber)

Learning about banking/
insurance products, checking
account balance, paying
credit card bills,
transferring funds

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 12,247 consumers
using voice/chat assistants.
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Despite recognizing the
strategic importance of
conversational assistants,
organizations/brands lag
behind in deployment

However, the importance attached to the concept is not yet
reflected in actual deployment levels. As Figure 2 shows, out
of the top 100 organizations globally, less than half of the top
players in automotive, consumer products, and banking and
insurance have voice assistants, and the same is true of chat.
In consumer products, less than a quarter (23%) have voice
assistants and chat assistants.

Consumer acceptance is mirrored by the importance that
organizations place on this concept. The vast majority of
organizations (74%) said that conversational assistants
are a key enabler of the company’s business and customer
engagement strategy.
Figure 2. Out of the top 100 organizations, percentage that has conversational assistants

% of organizations deploying voice assistants

48%

Automotive

Consumer
Products and
Retail

Retail Banking
and Insurance

23%

17%
Out of top 100 organizations in each sector
% of organizations deploying chat assistants

Retail Banking
and Insurance

49%

Consumer
Products and
Retail

Automotive

23%

15%
Out of top 100 organizations in each sector

Sources: Company websites, news articles, Capgemini Research Institute analysis.
These are firms that are working on conversational assistants at any stage of maturity: pilot, multi-site deployment, and full-scale deployment.
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• Automotive: Players are using voice assistants to allow
drivers to control the vehicle and access conciergedriven functionalities. “Soon, Volvo drivers will have direct
access to thousands of in-car apps that make daily life easier
and the connected in-car experience more enjoyable,” says
Henrik Green, senior vice president of Research and
Development at Volvo Cars (referring to Volvo’s in-car
voice assistant, which acts as the central interface for
operating the vehicle’s infotainment system, from adjusting
temperatures, navigation, music, to sending messages).6
• Retail Banking and Insurance: Financial services firms
have been steadily streamlining their customer services
and replacing the routine and FAQ-type queries with
chat assistants. “Bots have a very important role to play in
the future of customer service as they are an efficient way
to deliver a consistent outcome for repetitive tasks” says
Daniel Bergan, director of omni-channel transformation at
Australian-based Westpac Banking, about the chat assistant
introduced to answer consumers’ financial productrelated queries.7
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• Consumer Products and Retail: Retailers are keen to
leverage the opportunities these assistants offer.
“Customers are increasingly using voice commands in their
everyday lives to check the weather, play music, or find out the
latest news,” says Matt Kelleher, online director at UK-based
Morrisons. “It is important we follow this emerging trend and
make Morrisons an easier and more accessible place to shop for
groceries online. It’s exciting that our customers can now shop
without even needing to login to a computer or mobile phone.” 8
It is worth noting that the trend of text and chat increasingly
replacing people making calls or sending emails has driven
the adoption of chat assistants. However, voice assistants are
a relatively newer technology compared to chat assistants.
As a result, many deployments will not be at scale. But we did
find that across the three sectors, organizations are actively
deploying both voice and chat assistants regionally and also
globally. In “Voice and chat in action,” we outline some
key examples.
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Voice and chat in action: industry examples

• The voice assistants of US-based Best
Buy offer product information, nearbystore locations, and even a tailored list of
product recommendations based upon
previous customer profile.9
• The voice assistant of German
supermarket player Rewe provides
value-added services, from searching for
recipes to reading out lists of ingredients
when people cook their favorite dishes.10

• Nordstrom’s chatbot, introduced for
the holiday season, provided users with
personalized gifting suggestions by
interacting with them and understanding
their preferences.11
• 7-Eleven's chatbot helps shoppers
with their loyalty programs – providing
information on points earned, new
programs, and redemption.12

• In India, automotive player Maruti Suzuki
rolled out a marketing program for a car
launch which included a video with an
embedded chatbot. Its aim is to answer
first-level queries from consumers
interested in the new car model.16

Automotive

• Volkswagen provides in-car infotainment
and navigation requests through
voice assistants with advanced speech
recognition systems.13
• Toyota’s in-car voice assistants integrate
with at-home voice interfaces so
users can control the functions of the
at-home interfaces (such as setting the
temperature before entering the home)
from the car.14
• In China, Daimler, Audi, and Volvo cars use
native voice assistants to monitor fuel
levels, mileage, and engine and battery
status, as well as to control car doors
and windows.15

Retail Banking
and Insurance

• Santander’s UK customers can make
payments, check account balances and
report lost cards using voice interfaces.17
• UBS Group’s consumers can use their
voice-enabled speakers to ask questions
such as “What is inflation?” or “How is
the economy faring?” to enhance their
financial literacy.18

• Zara, a chatbot from Zurich UK insurance,
helps customers file non-emergency
home or car insurance claims. It collects
the information online and passes this
onto the human handler, significantly
reducing claims- processing time.19

Consumer Products
and Retail

50%

Less than
of the top players in automotive,
consumer products and retail, and banking and
insurance have deployed voice/chat assistants
9

Consumers are increasingly focused
on voice when interacting
with organizations
The adoption of voice
assistants has increased
since November 2017

lives (see Figure 3). Since we conducted our last study in
November 2017, overall voice adoption in key global markets
(the US, UK, France, and Germany) has risen from 51% to 55%.
In Germany, for example, it has jumped from 36% in 2017 to
51% today.

Many consumers already use voice assistants and are growing
increasingly comfortable using these solutions in their daily
Figure 3. Use of voice assistants has increased since November 2017

Overall usage of voice assistants,
November 2017 vs May 2019 - US, UK, France, and Germany
51%

55%

Novermber 2017

May 2019

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 5,037 consumers
using voice assistants (consumers from US, UK, France, and Germany only); Conversational Commerce: Why Consumers Are Embracing
Voice Assistants in Their Lives, 2018.

40% of those now using voice assistants have started

doing so in the last year
10
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And, with adoption on the rise, we also found that many are recent converts. Our research shows that, globally, 40% first used
their voice assistant less than a year ago (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. Distribution of the first-time use of voice assistant

When did you ﬁrst use a voice assistant?

40%

43%

13%
4%

Less than
1 year ago

1-3 years ago

3-5 years ago

More than
5 years ago

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N=10,254 consumers
using voice assistants.

The use of voice assistants is drawing consumers away from an
organization’s physical stores where they would then interact
with a human agent. Nearly 70% of consumers, on average,
have indicated that over the next three years they will
progressively replace visits to the automotive dealer, store, or
bank with their voice assistants.

Germany) already evolved significantly (see Figure 5). Take, for
example, the consumer products and retail sector:
• 53% of consumers have already used a voice assistant to buy
products in 2019 against 35% in 2017.
• 52% have interacted with a customer service via their voice
assistant in 2019 vs. 37% in 2017.

Since we conducted our last study in November 2017, use of
voice assistants in key global markets (the US, UK, France, and

70%

Over the next three years,
of consumers, on
average, will replace their visits to the dealer, store, or
bank with their voice assistants
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Figure 5. More consumers are using voice assistants to buy products and reach out to customer service

Have you used a voice assistant for any of the following activities?
Consumer usage, November 2017 vs May 2019
82%

74% 74%
53% 54%

52% 53%
37%

35%

Researching/browsing
about products and
services

Buying products
(groceries/home
care/clothes)

Customer service
interactions post
purchase (e.g., booking
an appointment,
step-by-step recipe
guidance)

Consumer Products
and Retail

November 2017 - US, UK,
France, Germany

48% 50%
28%

Making payment for a
product/service

Retail Banking
and Insurance

May 19 - US, UK,
France, Germany

May 19 - Global

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 5,037 consumers
using voice assistants (consumers from US, UK, France, and Germany only); Conversational Commerce: Why Consumers Are Embracing
Voice Assistants in Their Lives, 2018.

Our research has also shown that many of the customers are
satisfied with their voice assistant experience. Interestingly,
the satisfaction levels are slightly higher (71%) for voice
assistants on phones compared to that of devices such as
Google Home or Amazon Echo (62%). One probable factor for
this could be the 24/7 accessibility to voice assistants
on smartphones.
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Consumers are
increasingly using voice
assistants to research
about and buy products,
and to reach out to
customer service
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Figure 6. The majority of consumers are satisfied with their experience of using voice assistants

How is your experience using the following voice assistants?
November 2017 vs May 2019
72% 71%

64% 62%

61%
46%

A voice-based personal
assistant on smartphones e.g.
Google Assistant/Siri

November 2017 - US, UK,
France, Germany

57% 56%
44%

A voice-based speaker/device
e.g. Google Home/Amazon
Echo/Amazon Dash Wand

May 19 - US, UK, France,
Germany

A voice and screen-based voice
assistant (not phones) e.g.
Amazon Echo Show/Amazon
Fire TV

May 19 - Global

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 5,037 consumers
using voice assistants (consumers from US, UK, France, and Germany only); Conversational Commerce: Why Consumers Are Embracing
Voice Assistants in Their Lives, 2018.

More than half of consumers
say yes to voice
assistant personalization
Capgemini research on the role of artificial intelligence in
the customer experience, “The secret to winning customers
hearts with artificial intelligence,” showed the power of
humanization. We found that nearly half of consumers would
display greater loyalty for a company – and show a higher
propensity to spend – if their interactions with AI were humanlike.20 As the use of voice assistants proliferates, it will become
increasingly important for voice to have a persona and become
more life-like. An added element of fun and engagement will
be necessary to boost consumer experience and satisfaction.

According to our survey, 58% of consumers would like to
personalize their voice assistant. Figure 7 shows that over
half of consumers (58%) want to give the assistant a name
and define its personality. For organizations, the opportunity
lies in allowing consumers to make these decisions within the
realms and choices of their own brand tone and style. “Once
people have found utility in a voice-enabled product, they may
want to personalize further it by naming it or defining the kind
of personality they’d like it to have,” says Michael Zagorsek, VP,
Product Marketing at Soundhound Inc., developers of the
Houndify voice AI platform. The voice assistant of Chinese
automotive, FAW (First Auto Work), can be personalized
between three different characters, including two human
personas and a robot persona.21
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Figure 7. More than half of consumers say yes to personalization, global data

60%

Understand consumer’s own personality
over time and adapt accordingly

58%

53%

Consumers like to
personalize their voice
assistants

Deﬁne its
personality

52%

…to more closely match
consumer’s own personality

51%

55%
…mimic personality
consumer can relate to (e.g.,
family member, friend, pet,
ﬁctional character)

Give it a name

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 10,254
consumers using voice assistants.

Interestingly, people are getting increasingly comfortable
talking to their voice assistants as they would to a fellow
human being:
• 42% said they are more comfortable discussing personal
details and issues with a voice assistant than with another
person or friend
• 46% said they are comfortable talking to a voice assistant in
the same way they would talk to another person or friend

Consumers have started to
trust their voice assistants
for product advice
and recommendations

checking the weather. Traditionally, consumers reached out to
salespeople or online forums for advice on products. Today,
consumers are starting to reach out and trust their voice
assitants for product recommendations.
In Figure 8, we look at two types of interactions:
• First, low-involvement interactions that require a small
number of questions to an assistant to get to a resolution
• Second, high-involvement interactions that require a
sizeable number of questions.
As we can see, consumers trust voice recommendations over
a salesperson’s for low-involvement interactions. However,
when it comes to high-involvement, consumers would rather
trust the advice of a salesperson.

Consumers are moving beyond using voice for entertainment
and functional activities such as asking for directions or
14
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Figure 8. Consumers are starting to trust voice assistants with product recommendation, global data

Consumer trust on product recommendations from diﬀerent channels
54%

49%

Low involvement

I trust product recommendations given by
my voice assistant

48%

55%

High involvement

I trust product recommendations given
by a salesperson

Involvement level is defined by the number of questions exchanged with the assistant to get a resolution.
Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 10,254 consumers
using voice assistants.

Half of consumers are worried
about voice assistants listening
to them in the background
Consumers are concerned about the “passive listening” of
their voice assistants and the added privacy risks. According
to our survey, 52% are worried about their voice assistants
listening in the background to their private conversations. As
a result, the perceived security of personal consumer data is
in the spotlight and is a major concern among voice users. As
Figure 9 shows, safety and security of data is still a concern
for nearly half of the consumers. They also do not believe that
voice assistants understand their reactions.

Consumers are showing
greater concern regarding
the safety and security of
their personal data
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Figure 9. Nearly half of the consumers are concerned about the safety and security

Consumer concerns with the use of voice assistants
47%49% 46%

I don't trust voice assistants with the safety
and security of my personal data

November 2017 - US, UK,
France, Germany

41%

47% 45%

I don't believe a voice assistant is able to
understand me or my reactions

May 19 - US, UK,
France, Germany

May 19 - Global

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 5,037 consumers
using voice assistants (consumers from US, UK, France, and Germany only); Conversational Commerce: Why Consumers Are Embracing
Voice Assistants in Their Lives, 2018.
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Consumer Products and Retail
In the future, voice matters most to consumers
We wanted to understand how consumers rate their experiences for voice and chat and what medium they prefer
using today to the one they see themselves using in the future. We asked them to rate their experience across
seven activities – from researching products to checking order stats – and whether they would be using voice or
chat in three years’ time. As the chart below shows, voice emerges as the dominant medium.

Consumer journey – Consumer Products and Retail
Q. Have you used a voice/chat for any of the following activities?

Researching/br
owsing about
products
and services

Personalized
product
recommendations

Creating a
shopping list

Buying
products
(groceries/home
care/clothes)

Making
payment
for a product/
service

Checking
order and
return status

Other customer
service
interactions
post purchase
(e.g., booking an
appointment,
step-by-step
recipe guidance)

Current
Preference
Future
Preference
Voice assistant

Chat assistant

Looking ahead to 2022, for each activity across the consumer journey, the consumer uptake of voice is expected
to increase by 15 percentage points or more compared to today’s levels.

Retailers leading the way in voice
• During the December 2018 holiday season, Swedish retailer H&M’s voice capability allowed consumers to
browse their entire gift catalogue and order through voice assistants.22
• Customers of Dutch-based Albert Heijin can now manage their shopping lists through voice assistants.
Consumers can add or remove items, indicate the number of items, and even make the voice assistants read
back the shopping list. The voice assistant-generated shopping list can also be used directly in store or for
online ordering.23
• By saying “Uniqlo IQ” or “Uniqlo FAQ,” users can interact with Uniqlo’s voice assistants on stock availability or
shipping times for their online orders.24
• The customers of German-based online retailer OTTO can interact with their voice assistants on a range
of queries, from sales to recent campaigns.25 “We are convinced that voice-steered interaction will change
e-commerce…” said Marc Opelt, member of the OTTO Management Board, Marketing and OTTO spokesman.
“…We see great potential in voice commerce and intend to trial this technology as a further touchpoint that makes it
even easier for our customers to interact with OTTO.”
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Retail Banking and Insurance
Consumer journey – Retail Banking and Insurance
Q. Have you used a voice/chat for any of the following activities?

Learn about
products and
services
of a bank/
insurer

Assistance in
product
selection

Status
Checking
updates for
account status,
products
balance, credit
Onboarding card due date, and services
such as stock
and
outstanding and insurance
KYC process
premium
quote,
payment or
oﬀers on
claims
products etc.

Making a
payment/
transferring
funds
from one
account
to another

For query
handling
and solving
issues and
concerns

Upgrading
existing/
buying a new
product/
policy from
same bank/
insurer

Current
Preference
Future
Preference
Voice assistant

Chat assistant

Consumer preference will shift to
voice in the coming three years
As the above chart shows, consumer preferences in this sector will change significantly between now and
2022. Today, chat dominates, as most financial services organizations have chat assistants as their predominant
customer offering. However, there will be a marked shift towards voice in the next three years.

Banking and insurance firms leading the way in voice
• BBVA Spain lets customers use voice assistants to send money, find their nearest ATMs, and understand what
banking products are available.26
• US-based financial services organization, TIAA, uses voice interfaces to offer customers tax statements, get
stock market quotes, and find their nearest insurance advisor. Future plans include providing personalized
financial information, daily market briefing and information about their products.27 “We understand that
individuals are looking to check in on their financial lives while they’re ‘on the go’ and at moments that are most
convenient to them,” said Scott Blandford, TIAA’s chief digital officer. “By extending our reach through new
technologies and new customer service features, we’re looking to integrate their financial lives into their daily lives by
meeting individuals on the devices that they’re already using regularly.”
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Organizations are already realizing
significant benefits from voice and
chat assistants
“You don’t have a conversational interface because you want a
conversational interface. You want it because you want to reduce
costs. You want to increase revenues; you want to delight your
customers or solve some specific business pain point,” says Ken
Herron, chief marketing officer, UIB, a company specializing in
conversational AI and voice and chat technology.
Our research found that over three-quarters of organizations
(76%) have realized measurable benefits from voice and chat
assistants. In addition, on average, 58% said that benefits met
or exceeded expectations. Benefits range across operational
improvement to customer experience and we look at these
two dimensions in more detail below.

Significant operational
benefits and
improved efficiency
As Figure 10 shows, many organizations – across different
sectors – are driving significant benefits, from cutting service
costs to driving down customer churn. Both voice and chat
solutions, for example, have led to many organizations
reducing customer service costs by more than 20%.

Figure 10. Large share of organizations globally are yielding high operating benefits

Share of organizations globally yielding high beneﬁts - Voice assistants
78%
73%
70%

More than
20% reduction
in customer
service costs

67%

82%

77%
61%

More than
four man
hours saved
each day

Consumer Products and Retail

66%

73%

More than 20%
reduction in
‘number of calls’ to
customer service

68%

77%
64%

More than 20%
increase in ‘% of
consumers’ using
digital assistants

Retail Banking and Insurance

59%

65% 62%

More than 20%
reduction in
customer churn

66%

79%
73%

More than 20%
increase in
interactions
handled

Automotive (in-car experience)
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Share of organizations globally yielding high beneﬁts - Chat assistants
77% 71%
60%

More than
20% reduction
in customer
service costs

71%

76%
59% 54%

More than
four man
hours saved
each day

Consumer Products and Retail

68% 63%

More than 20%
reduction in
‘number of calls’ to
customer service

78%

81%
66% 60%

More than 20%
increase in ‘% of
consumers’ using
digital assistants

Retail Banking and Insurance

65%65%
46%

More than 20%
reduction in
customer churn

73%

60%

More than 20%
increase in
interactions
handled

Automotive (in-car experience)

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Executive Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N=1,000 executives.

Conversational interfaces have helped organizations make
more efficient use of human team members and generate
efficiencies. “The time to resolve a query or to give a response
back has reduced drastically, because it is automated at first
level,” says a senior executive from one of India’s large private
sector banks. “And, with the increase in our customer base,
there is obviously an increase in the number of queries we receive.
However, we didn't have to scale up our teams.”

Turkington outlines how a consumer products firm used
voice listening to develop new product ideas. “We worked
with a leading global consumer goods manufacturer on a voice
application where consumers could ask about stain removal, from
‘how do I get grass stains out of sneakers’ or ‘how do I get wine
out of upholstery?’,” he explains. “We started to see that there
may be consumer demand for dedicated new products. This is a
good example of the power of listening via voice.”

Eric Turkington, VP, Strategic Partnerships at RAIN, a
company specializing in voice technology and conversational
AI, believes that there is a significant opportunity for those
with significant customer-facing call centers. “I certainly think
customer service is a major benefit area,” he says. “Companies
that spend a lot of time staffing call centers, which often deliver
subpar customer experiences, are looking to voice to triage some
of that call center volume. Some of the brands that we're working
with are very excited about the possibility of saving costs and time
on the customer services side.”

Enhancing customer
satisfaction and the
customer experience

Assistants have also had a positive impact on the topline.
This can come not only from allowing organizations to handle
more customers, but also from using voice assistants to create
the insights that fuel new product development. RAIN’s Eric
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All organizations surveyed say they have seen Net
Promoter Score® (NPS) improvement as a result of voice
and chat assistants. Organizations have successfully used
conversational assistants to improve customer experience
and increase their satisfaction levels. As Figure 11 shows,
many have also seen a significant increase of more than three
points. In retail banking and insurance, for example, 64% have
seen this sort of sharp rise.
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Figure 11. Customer satisfaction on the rise for many

NPS Improvement of more than 3 points
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Products Banking and
(In-car)
and Retail
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52%

53%

50%

Customer wait time reduction of
more than 5 minutes
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Retail
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Products Banking and
(In-car)
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Insurance

88%

92%

89%

Consumer
Retail
Automotive
Products Banking and
(In-car)
and Retail
Insurance

86%

88%

70%

Voice Assistant

Consumer
Retail
Automotive
Products Banking and
(In-car)
and Retail
Insurance

59%

64%

68%

More than 20% increase in
ﬁrst call resolution

Consumer
Retail
Automotive
Products Banking and
(In-car)
and Retail
Insurance

63%

80%

76%

Consumer
Retail
Automotive
Products Banking and
(In-car)
and Retail
Insurance

74%

72%

59%

Chat Assistant

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Executive Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N=1,000 executives.

These solutions can also enhance the customer experience by
reducing delays and improving responsiveness. Talking about
how their clients benefitted, Ken from UIB, says, “Customers’
wait times were minutes-long. Now, there is effectively zero wait

time. The chatbot responds instantly to customers’ enquiries.” We
also found, as Figure 12 shows, that a positive conversational
experience can drive greater customer engagement, from
trust to championing a brand.
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Figure 12. A positive experience will drive positive customer engagement

On having a good experience with a voice/chat assistant I have
72%

71%

64%

Placed higher trust in
the company

Shared positive
experiences with
friends and family

Provided high ratings for the
brand and shared positive
feedback on social media

Proportion of consumers who agree
Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N= 12,247 consumers
using voice/chat assistants.

Our section below, ‘Conversational interfaces in action,’ provides further real-life examples of how organizations are driving
value and returns.

Brands providing a good experience with their
conversational assistants are driving higher levels of
customer engagement
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Conversational interfaces in action: benefits realized

A typical shopper at the UK retailer,
Morrisons, uses its voice platform
three to four times a week.28

Consumer Products
and Retail

• “Corti.Bot,” the giftrecommendation robot of
Spanish retailer El Corte Inglés,
recommends online gifts to its
users. It has registered nearly
200,000 interactions in its
first weeks of launch, with an
average of 2,000 recommended
products per hour.29
• Marks & Spencer’s websitebased virtual assistant helps
customers use discount codes
correctly, driving $2.5 million
in sales.30

Automotive

BMW says it has seen increasing
customer traction for its voice
assistant. “I’m a big believer in voice
and we are finding that you can drive
really high consumer engagement
with it ... we’re already seeing today
that voice commands are getting
pretty high usage,” says Dieter May,
head of Digital products and services
and digital customer interface
at BMW.31

Kia Motors launched its chat
assistant “Kian” to provide a direct
source to all the information that
users might need when purchasing
a car. At a conversion rate of 21%,
Kian received three times more
conversions than Kia’s
main website.32

Retail Banking
and Insurance

Bank of America’s virtual assistant,
“Erica,” which offers voice, chat,
and gesture capabilities, reached
one million users in three months.
Consumers predominantly use it for
searching their spending history and
to obtain account balances, account
numbers, and bill payment details.33

“Xiaowei,” the chatbot of the
Chinese Construction Bank, can
understand 600 different versions
of one question type and handled
1.9 billion customer interactions
last year.34
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Less than 30% of organizations master in
conversational interfaces and reap greater benefits
We analyzed our surveyed organizations to understand their conversational interface maturity, looking at two
dimensions of a company’s assistants:
1. Customer centricity, such as:
–– General capabilities
–– Transparency (whether there are frameworks to address biases)
–– Personalization (whether they can understand consumer preferences and provide
personalized suggestions)
–– Social norms (ability to understand human slang, conversational norms, etc.)
–– Skillsets (such as a framework to rectify errors).
2. Organizational capability, such as:
–– Employee awareness of conversational assistants
–– Strategy for these interfaces
–– Organizational structure (appropriate and open business processes that encourage adoption)
–– Training programs for employees on conversational interfaces
–– Enterprise data and system integration.
Based on these factors we have grouped the organizations into four categories, as Figure 13 shows:
1. Spectators – low maturity on both organizational capability and customer centricity (53% of the sample)
2. Planners – high maturity on organizational capability but not on customer centricity (10%)
3. Experimenters – high maturity on customer centricity but not on organizational capability (10%)
4. Leaders – high maturity on both organizational capability and customer centricity (27%).

Customer centricity

Less than 30% of the organizations show maturity in both customer centricity and
Figure 13. organizational capability

Experimenters

Leaders

10%

27%

Planners
10%

Spectators

53%

Organizational capability
Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Executive Survey, April 2019–May 2019,
N=1,000 executives.
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We found that this mature, leading cohort has secured significantly more benefits than the others:

Leaders are better placed to realize
benefits from voice/chat initiatives
As Figure 14 shows, Leaders are more likely to generate benefits than the major Spectator group (53% of the
sample) as well as the overall average. For example, 60% have seen employee satisfaction increase. But this
drops to 13% for Spectators and 32% on average.
For instance, Prudential plc, in Hong Kong, has reduced claims processing time from nine days to 2.3 seconds
by coupling its AI system with a chat assistant.35
Figure 14. Benefits realized from voice/chat assistant initiatives

Beneﬁts realized from voice/chat assistant initiatives
Voice assistants

Chat assistants
60%

44%

40%

Leaders

Spectators

13%

10%

17%

‘Employee-satisfaction’ levels
increased after implementation of
voice/chat assistants

10%
5%

24%

19%

More than 30% reduction in ‘customer service costs’ after implementation
of voice/chat assistants

18%

NPS improved by more than 5 points

13%

‘Employee-satisfaction’ levels
increased after implementation of
voice/chat assistants

10%

13%

31%

30%

24%

More than 30% reduction in ‘customer service costs’ after implementation
of voice/chat assistants

NPS improved by more than 5 points

9%
5%

19%

More than 30% reduction in customer
‘churn-rate’ levels after implementation of voice/chat assistants

15%

37%

32%

More than 30% reduction in customer
‘churn-rate’ levels after implementation of voice/chat assistants

34%

Average

*Percentages shown are for high involvement where involvement is defined by the number of questions exchanged with
the interface to get a resolution.
Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Executive Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N=1,000
organizations, N=273 leaders.
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Perspectives on chatbots and voicebots
Q&A with Unilever’s Stan Sthanunathan, executive
vice president – Consumer and Market Insights
Will chatbots replace humans completely?
I don't think chatbots are there yet in terms of providing better quality answers in a chat. They can provide
a faster response, but faster is not necessarily always better. Therefore, we are using it in conjunction with
humans as opposed to in place of humans.
How do you design KPIs for bots?
We don’t look at bot-specific KPIs versus human-specific KPIs. But, at the end of the day, what net outcome
is delivered? Is the customer leaving the experience satisfied or not? That is the only thing that matters. We
know what the different markers in the customer journey are and, along with those markers, how the overall
customer satisfaction has improved. That is the key KPI that we use. And we have seen customer satisfaction
improving. But would I ascribe it only to bots? I would certainly not do that, because there are too many other
variables at play.
What are some early lessons from bots?
When we deployed all the pilots, we were probably on the overcautious side, so we were monitoring the
answers from the bot. Initially, we were monitoring the answers with the objective of figuring out how to make
that bot a learning bot. But later, we said, “okay, we do need to teach the bot to get better and better, but at the
same time, we also need to ensure that we prevent stupid answers going out.”
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So, one of the things that we have deployed at scale, thanks to the standard global call center handling
platform, is always having a bot augmenting a human. So, when a question comes in on a digital chat, the bot
immediately goes back to our database, picks up three or four possible answers, and goes to the operator
and says, “pick and choose the one that you think is the most appropriate for the situation.” And they pick and
choose one and then maybe do a quick edit and then they push it out.
That reduces the response time quite significantly. And the moment the answer is pushed out, as it’s a closed
loop system, the bots start feeling that this was the right answer for the question. So, the recommendation
engine behind the bot, and the kind of answers that the human needs to give, get better and better with
every passing month. But at the same time, we always make sure that it is served to the operator and not to
the consumer. Sometimes, when you know the question is straightforward, then we let the bot take over. But,
again, that is a decision that the operator would make in most cases.
What is holding chatbots back?
I think one big factor is that the people who are developing the chatbot technology are focusing way too
much on the technology part, but much less on the application part. Deployment, and understanding the
environment it is being deployed in, are key to making it successful. But I don't think people are thinking
enough about that. Each chatbot gets better if it is trained properly. And there's no better person to figure out
how to train it than the person who created the chatbot. And that is something that doesn't happen because I
don't think the tech guys who created the chatbot have patience to deploy it at scale. They want to move on to
the next tech development and not be bothered about the dirty job of deployments.
What is the future of voice and chat bots?
I would like to believe that voice is going to take over faster than chatbots because it is much more natural. Of
course, voice has got its own limitations in terms of its ability to understand different accents. But, given the
pace at which voice technology has evolved, I believe it might work better than chatbots per se. Unless some
fundamental shift in developmental efforts happens on chatbots, I think they will be bobbing along the surface
of the water, but not really riding any big waves. Given the pace at which Google and Alexa are deploying all the
voice-enabled devices, if they throw their weight behind it, it might actually do a pretty
good job.
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How can organizations make the most
out of the opportunity?
Bring a right balance between
human and robotic interactions
to drive greater engagement
Previous Capgemini research on AI in the customer
experience36 clearly laid out the case for humanizing machine
interactions. We found that nearly 64% of consumers want
AI to be more human-like. When it comes to conversational
interfaces, the same logic holds.
Companies are meeting this need by building strong
connections between their bots and customer-facing
employees. Google recently confirmed that:
• About 25% of the calls placed through to its AI-based voice
assistant, Duplex, started with a human.
• 15% of the calls that began with an automated system had a
human intervene at some point.37
Stan Sthanunathan, executive vice president at Unilever,
echoes this need for human-bot partnership. “I don't think
the chatbots are there as yet in terms of providing better quality
answers in a chat,” he says. “They can provide faster response, but
faster is not necessarily always better. And, therefore, we are using
it in conjunction with humans as opposed to in place of humans.”
This shows the importance of the human touch, where
interactions are personalized, contextualized, and relevant.
Achieving this requires a connected organization; dialogues
need to connect to enterprise systems and customer data.
It also requires intimate customer understanding, such as
knowing how consumers feel about different tones of voice.

Michael Zagorsek from Soundhound Inc. highlights the
importance of having a dedicated strategy for voice, “We've
been saying that every company should have a voice strategy. If
they don't already know how to take advantage of voice, then
they've already fallen behind. And when they eventually realize
they need a voice solution, they won't necessarily know how
to proceed.”

Enrich the conversational
assistant experience
with features such as
videos or images
Customers are clear that they value supporting information.
Nearly two-thirds said that their experience would be
enhanced by a range of additional information provided
on-screen, such as images (selected by 63% consumers),
videos (64%), more textual information (65%). And, as Figure
15 shows, the majority of leaders are already providing
these functionalities.

Consumers want a
more human-like
interaction with their
conversational assistants

And, as we have seen, organizations need to establish how
human employees and bots augment each other. Persisting
with a conversational interface when the conversation
requires a human will likely cause significant brand damage.
Using conversational assistants in conjunction with human
agents can be a win-win for all. Human agents can “grade” the
performance of the assistants and continually improve
bot performance.
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Figure 15. Leaders offer functionalities beyond the basic features for their assistants

The additional capabilities that the assistant oﬀers

71%

65%
38%

39%
24%

22%

Images/visuals on an associated screen can
be shown to users during interactions on
our voice assistants

Leaders

Videos on an associated screen can be
shown to users during interactions on our
voice assistants

Spectators

Average

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Executive Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N=1,000
organizations, N=273 leaders.

The conversational assistant of Mercedes-Benz, “Ask
Mercedes,” helps drivers explore in-car functions and features
with text, images, videos, and website links.38 MetLife’s chat
assistant for India educates users about critical illness with
interactive videos.39

Build the right skill
sets to succeed with
conversational interfaces

Organizations should use conversations as a channel for
searching/navigating into multimedia brand content by
connecting with the enterprise content management
platform. Conversations can also be a vehicle for submitting
images for recognition, as well as for identification
or authentication.

Our multi-year research into digital transformation has
consistently highlighted areas where large organizations
struggle. In particular, along with culture, the standout
challenge is digital skills. In order for organizations to succeed
with conversational interfaces, they will need to develop skills
along three key axes:

Organizations should also consider using conversational bots
as communications channel for marketers pushing marketing
messages. It is important to bear in mind in this context that
messages need to be personalized. If they are not, there
is a high risk of rejection if messages are perceived as too
frequent, irrelevant or impersonal.

• Experience design – Building compelling conversational
interfaces will require organizations to have experts that
are well-versed in prediction strategies/models (next-bestaction/next-best-experience) and specific machine learning/
deep learning models training and management
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• Architecture/Technology – Building conversational bots will
require advanced technology platforms and the architects
that design on them. It will entail acquiring skills such as AI
services orchestration, next-best-action engines and specific
machine learning/deep learning model lifecycle toolchain
• Legal/Compliance – Conversational interfaces, like its larger
cousin artificial intelligence, is an area that is not highly
regulated. As a result, companies lack guidance on areas
like governance and controls, which could put them, and
their customer, at risk. To minimize the risks of reputational
and financial damage from a self-learning conversational
interface going awry, organizations must hire or train
talent with the required skills to understand and manage
emerging ethical, governance, and compliance issues.

Put the customer at the
heart of selecting use cases

• Impact on customer trust (95% of leaders use this as
a factor)
• Solving known consumer pain points (95%)
• Consumer preferences on the use cases (94%).
Steve Ellis, head of Well Fargo’s Innovation Group, outlines
how a focus on the customer experience drives the bank’s
chatbot approach. “If done right, what’s next is even more
exciting: revolutionizing the customer experience from start to
finish,” he said. “With the right data and analytics, we shift from
the mindset of ‘people like you tend to do this’ to an experience
based on who you are and what you want.” 40
Organizations need to focus on the customer impact of use
cases rather than making decisions based on factors such
as return on investment. When choosing the use cases,
organizations need to add measurement and feedback
management into conversations, so they can measure the
impact and capture the feedback of the customer.

Leaders stand out because they show a high degree of
customer centricity at every step in designing a conversational
assistant. When asked about the criteria used for selecting
conversational assistant use cases, leaders put a premium on
customer-related factors:

With the right data and analytics, we shift from the
mindset of ‘people like you tend to do this’ to an
experience based on who you are and what you want.”
- Steve Ellis, head of Well Fargo’s Innovation Group
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Conclusion
Consumers are becoming increasingly comfortable engaging
with conversational assistants. At the same time, they are also
developing clear expectations on where they want the bot
to come in, when they want the human to come in, and for
what sort of queries. When they are used in the appropriate
situation, voice and chat assistants have significant potential
to transform the customer experience landscape.
However, our research shows that many organizations do
not have a mature approach to these technologies, lacking
both customer centricity and organizational capabilities
when it comes to deployment. As a result, they are missing
the opportunity to build deeper, more valuable relationships
with customers. Organizations must understand the evolving
dynamic of where and when a consumer uses a conversational
interface. Then, based on that knowledge, deploy the best
combination of human and bot. They should build their
consumer/brand relationships through conversational
assistants on key pillars of transparency and value. Consumers

will happily trade personal information in exchange for value
as long as their data is protected and the organization is
transparent about how it is used. Another factor of increasing
importance is understanding the role of ethics in the success
of a conversational interface. Given the high-profile incidents
that we have seen with self-learning chatbots that display
biases, organizations need to ensure they bake in the right
ethical principles right at the start of the design.
We are at the beginning of the conversational interface
revolution. It is important to bear in mind that this revolution
is not just about employing a new medium. This is about
how being customer centric is key to delivering a superlative
experience again and again.
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Research Methodology
We surveyed over 12,000 consumers using voice/chat assistants for products and services in the Consumer
Product and Retail, Retail Banking and Insurance, and Automotive sector.
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Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019,
N= 12,247 consumers using voice/chat assistants.
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We also surveyed 1,000 executives from large organizations in the Consumer Product and Retail, Retail Banking
and Insurance, and Automotive sector.
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Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Executive Survey, April 2019–May 2019,
N=1,000 executives.
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In addition to the above, we also conducted in-depth interviews with a few industry experts and companies
providing voice and chat interface solutions.
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Appendix
How do consumers use voice assistants?
November 2017
US, UK, France,
Germany

May 19
US, UK, France,
Germany

May 19
Global

Used it via a smartphone
(e.g. Siri, Cortana,
Google Assistant)

81%

76%

79%

Used it via a smart speaker
(e.g. Amazon Echo/Google
Home/Tmall Genie)
that I own

25%

46%

40%

Used it via a smart speaker
that I do not own

7%

11%

11%

Used it via a screen-based
device (not phones) (e.g.
iPad/Tablet, Amazon Echo
Show/Amazon Fire TV)

21%

22%

21%

Where do consumers use voice assistants?
November 2017
US, UK, France,
Germany

May 2019
US, UK, France,
Germany

Living room

69%

77%

76%

Kitchen

61%

73%

72%

Bedroom

50%

57%

59%

Bathroom

34%

44%

46%

Outdoors but around my home
(e.g., terrace, balcony, garden)

51%

57%

48%

Outdoors, away from home (e.g.,
oﬃces, parks, beach, riverside/lakeside)

44%

47%

50%

On the go (e.g., in my car,
while biking, on the train)

59%

61%

62%

May 2019
Global

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Conversational Interfaces Research, Consumer Survey, April 2019–May 2019, N=
5,037 consumers using voice assistants (consumers from US, UK, France, and Germany only); Conversational Commerce:
Why Consumers Are Embracing Voice Assistants in Their Lives, 2018.
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Consumer preference for voice assistants vs going to a store

Preference for voice,
three years from now

Preference for going
directly to store,
three years from now

Product research and
creation of shopping list

80%

8%

Personalized product
recommendations

79%

8%

Buying and paying for
product/service

73%

10%

Customer service
interactions

79%

8%

Consumer preference for voice assistants vs going to a bank/insurance branch

Preference for voice,
three years from now

Preference for going
directly to branch,
three years from now

Product knowledge,
selection and KYC

66%

16%

Checking account status,
balance, status updates
for products/services

70%

13%

Making a payment/
transferring funds from
one account to another

68%

14%

Query handling of
existing products, and
upgrade to new products

67%

17%
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Perform AI: Real-world solutions
– AI for customer experience
Infusing AI into digital customer platforms makes Customer Experience
more human at a previously unimaginable scale – it’s improving the
quality of life for the individual customer and the employee.

Perform AI is Capgemini’s unique approach, helping
organizations realize the true value of AI
Customer experience is a strategic differentiator for companies and unquestionably drives business results, such as increased
loyalty and revenue growth. The rise of AI has caused CX to take a giant leap forward and promises further progress and results.
As AI continuously “learns” from the captured customer data, interactions, and feedbacks, it supports new uses, such as natural
language-based interfaces, in-store/in-branch immersive experience, customer understanding, and customer engagement
augmentation. This allows for not only streamlined operations, but also immersive and highly personalized experiences –
a re-humanization of the customer experience!

Unleashing the full potential of AI for CX
– defining essential use cases
Identifying and choosing the right use cases to deliver business value in a particular domain is essential for seizing new AI
opportunities, so we’ve identified four interconnected application domains to enable the deployment and humanization of
customer experiences:
Customer understanding – Use AI to continuously enrich and provide a holistic view of the customer with additional actionable
insights (social personality traits, tone and sentiment towards the brand, behavior patterns, propensity to purchase/lifetime
value) for increased individual and proactive engagement.
Customer engagement augmentation – A combination of repetitive tasks automation and machine learning-based
predictions/recommendations aiming at augmenting employees during their customer-facing activities, as well as
communicating relevant (individualized, customized, and real-time) propositions to customers.
Conversational interfaces – Beyond focusing on natural language processing for basic dialog or Q&A, think about extending
the user experience to rich, contextual, and individualized conversations: deep connection with enterprise systems, data and
knowledge, consumer sentiment and emotion detection, tone and gender adaptation, face or object recognition, and seamless
employee participation in conversations when needed.
Immersive experience – A combination of vision, voice, and natural language AI enablers with immersive uses (augmented,
virtual and mixed reality) aimed at enriching the user experience and interactions with products and services, all along the
customer life cycle.

Conversational Interfaces – identifying the business value
Global brands are ever more leveraging conversational interfaces to redefine the customer touchpoints. They use a combination
of chat, voice, or any other natural language interface aiming at transforming user interactions into human conversations and
humanizing the overall customer experience. There are six areas where conversational interfaces are driving business value for
brands and customers:
Simplify engagements with customers (seamless customer engagement) – self-service, trouble ticket management, travel
experience, and concierges
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Ease Voice/Chat workflows for personal assistance (employee in enterprise) – payroll and leave, profile and employee
management, travel expenses, claims management, and performance management
Enhance acquisition with conversations (digital dialogue) – branding websites, customer acquisition portals,
information publishing
Assist partner with smart conversations (dealer acceleration) – quote management, audit and compliance, stock and
inventory management
Facilitate simple interactions (digital commerce) – omni-channel B2C commerce, B2B commerce, product catalogues, and
loyalty management
Enhance productivity with conversations (employee on the move) – CRM sales applications, audit and inspection, fieldservice applications, requests and approvals, and lifecycle engineering.

Conversational AI – describing a maturity model
Companies are increasingly focusing on improving their overall AI capabilities and skillset; and they’re starting by launching
internal-facing AI initiatives. They’re also looking to generate new opportunities using big data and existing AI capabilities for
specific use cases. Conversational AI is one of the key areas that offers potential to drive significant business value for companies
worldwide. Mastering conversational AI will enable them to deliver more contextual dialogs between people and brands, thus
building more relevant and intimate relationships between the two. Primarily, there are two areas of maturity components that
companies can use to determine their conversational AI maturity:

Taking an external look to determine maturity Define the maturity components of AI bearing

Taking an internal look to determine
maturity – Define the maturity components of
organizational readiness

Relevance: The accuracy of the technology responses
to human requests and triggers should be contextually
relevant. There are three key relevancy components:
time, location, and relationship.

Organizational readiness: Measures how familiar an
organization is with using conversational AI and the level
at which it keeps up with relevant technologies in
the market.

Transparency: The ability to set the right expectations
with users prior to their interactions so they are aware
of whether they are conversing with a chatbot or human,
and to rapidly address biases.

Resource readiness: Evaluates whether the organization
has and recruits the appropriate resources to implement
conversational AI technology (e.g., voice UX/
UI designer, etc.)

Personalization: Assesses the ability of the
conversational AI to be able to build on previous
interactions appropriately to provide a more streamlined
user experience.

Org. structure: Refers to having the appropriate
business processes and organizational foundations in
place to support the adoption of conversational
AI technology.

Social norms: Refers to the technology’s ability to
recognize the most relevant interpretation of what
the user has requested. This enables the technology to
account human norms.

Business strategy: Emphasize the need to have a
strong long-term business strategy that allows for a
tech strategy to follow depending on the trends that are
coming to fruition in the industry.

Tone of voice: Measures the technology’s ability to
convey personality, human quirks (laughing, sneezing,
sobbing, etc.), and a voice that carries fluctuations in
tone when pronouncing words.

Enterprise data: Evaluates the quantity and quality of
big data the organization can access and leverage to
better compete in the conversational AI market.

Skills and talent: The quantity and quality of the skills
that the conversational AI can perform to provide a
better and seamless user experience.

System integration: Assesses the level of adaptability of
the organization’s IT systems and applications, especially
whether they can be modernized to accommodate
conversational AI technology. Also accounts for the
connectivity of this data.

Learn more about our AI-in-CX services https://www.capgemini.com/service/perform-ai/real-world-ai-customer-experience-solutions/
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